
Grade 2 

Musical Knowledge 
These questions test the candidate’s understanding of their chosen pieces, the context of 
their performance and their knowledge of their instrument and its technical demands, 
including best practice for rehearsal and performance.  
Five questions, each worth 2 marks, will normally be asked. Questions will include 
discussions on most of the areas mentioned below, but not all parameters will be relevant 
to all disciplines and pieces, and examiners will select questions as appropriate.  

1) As for Grade 1, and additionally: 
Show an understanding of any term, sign or mark of expression in the pieces played.  
(See the information on the 3 pieces below) 

2) Identify and explain any metronome marks, grace notes, ornaments etc. appearing in 
the pieces played. (See the information on the 3 pieces below)  

3) The numerical value (only) of any interval (within an octave) between any two 
successive notes appearing in the pieces played. (e.g. ‘a second’ not ‘a minor second’). 
Intervals may be asked from a lower to a higher note or vice versa.  

Q: What is the interval between these two notes? (the examiner points to two adjacent 
notes) 

A: e.g. “a ‘2nd’” (the candidate tells the examiner which interval they think it is, either a 
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th or octave) 

Tip: count the lower note as ‘1’ and count up i.e. C to F = 4th 

C  D  E  F 
1  2  3  4   

4) Be aware of appropriate basic posture when playing  

Q: Why do we use a footstool? 
A: To raise the left leg to ensure the guitar is held upright in playing position.  

You should sit upright with a straight back. 
Right wrist should be raised (outwards) to ensure fingers and thumb can ‘swing’ freely and 
finger nails pull the strings in an arc motion. 
Left hand thumb should be flat behind the neck (approximately beneath the 2nd finger). 
This allows fingertips to press the strings.    

example (from G):  
G to A = 2nd 
G to B = 3rd 
G to C = 4th 
G to D = 5th 
G to E = 6th 
G to F = 7th 
G to G = 8th (usually called ‘octave’)

example (from C):  
C to D = 2nd 
C to E = 3rd 
C to F = 4th 
C to G = 5th 
C to A = 6th 
C to B = 7th 
C to C = 8th (usually called ‘octave’)



 
General to all pieces: 

•           is the metronome mark (crotchet = 60 beats per minute) 

Malaguena
tambora = strike the strings with your right thumb just inside the bridge to create a drum   

effect. (translation: ‘drum’)  

Allegretto = moderately fast

A tempo = back to original tempo (speed) 
                
                  
                = fermata (or pause) note, rest or chord can be sustained longer than the 
                   written duration (at the performer’s discretion) 

arpeggiated chord (or rolled chord) 
      a   b   c 
                        a) arpeggio   b) arpeggio up   c) arpeggio down

 

- staccato (detached or shortened notes) 

Moderato  
Moderato  - at a moderate tempo 

              
              - descending slur 

                   

                  - ascending slur  

       
Aquarelle No. 3
• H12 = harmonic at the 12th fret
• Chevalet =  (French for staccato which means detached or shortened notes)
• Touche =  (French for legato which means connected or ‘joined up’ notes)
• les Basses = bass notes
• Andante= walking pace
• sub. = (short for subito which means suddenly i.e. f sub. = suddenly loud)

• poco rit. = (short for poco ritardando which means slow down a little)


